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ON THE INTEGRAL GEOMETRY 
OF THE LINEAR SUBSPACES 
IN A BIPLANAR SPACE 
ADRIJAN V. BORISOV 
(Received February 2,1982) 
Let Jp and K9 be fixed skew linear subspaces of the n-dimensional real projective 
space Pn9 such that dim Jp = p9 dim Kf = q9 p ^ q and p + q — n - 1. The 
biplanar Kleinian space 5J'€ has Pn as the underlying space and its fundamental 
group GL consists of all collineations of Pn preserving Jp and Kq. The subspaces Jp 
and K9 together form the absolute of B%
q. The dimension of GL is equal to L — 
= />2 + ?2 + 2(p + ?) + 1. 
We use a family of biplanar frames RL — (-4!-42 • * ^p+i^i#2 ~ Bq+i) having 
the following property: the vertices i4l9 -4*, •••*= -4j,+tliein /pand JJlf B2, ..., J9e+i 
lie in K9. An arbitrary element of GL has the form 
p+i 
*i = £ 0i7*/> 1 = 1, ...,j> + 1 , 
i - i 
y'*** X>»y»» M = 1, ...,# +1, 
» - * 
where A — det (av) ^ 0 and 5 — det (bmv) # 0. Without loss of generality we can 
suppose that 
(1) A.B~ \. 
Let 
di4, - £ w{Aj, t - 1,,.., j> + 1, 
i » i 
dB.-ZW»p» u - l , . . . , « + l 
* » i 
be the infinitesimal transformations of RL> where the 1-forms 
a>{ - - j Mt. . . ^ - i d A ^ i . . . A-,*! U 
(2) * 
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satisfy the structure equations 
D(o{ = £ co? AcoJk9 1,7 = 1, ...,p + 1, 
* = 1 
D*:- lV:A*i , «,i;--l,...,4 + l 
w = l 
and the unique non-differential condition 
p + i $+i 
0) Z », + I *: = o, 
1 = 1 M = l 
which is a consequence of (1). If we consider the homogeneous coordinates 
A^aU9a2T, . . . ,a p + 1 J , 0 , 0, ...,0), i = 1, ...,/? + 1, 
(4) 
(J?tt(0,0, . . . ,0, blu,b2u, ...,6,+!.„),- u = 1, •..,? + I 
of the vertices of RL, then from (2) we get 
p+t 1 1 
<*>/ = -7 I 4y d*« = - — £ fl^dA*,., 
(5) 
Vu^-zrY; B*vdbwu = - — J] bwudBwv9 
D w=l -° w=l 
where Akj and j[?w(, are the cofactors of the elements akj and bwv, respectively. 
2. Let Lt (0 S t S P) be an arbitrary linear subspace of 2?J
,€, without common 
points with the absolute. Using the method of L. A. Santalo in [6], we find 
conditions for the density of Lt to be invariant with respect to GL. Assume that Lt 
is determined by the linearly independent pointsA/^ = At + Bx 9M2 = A2 + Bl9 ..., 
Af,+ 1 = At+i + Bt+l. The isotropy group of Lt is given by the following com-
pletely integrable Pfaffian system 
«S - « - 0, col = 0, ft = 0, 
where 
A, # = 1, ..., t + 1; a = t + 2, ...,p + 1; 
0 = * + 2, ...9q+ 1. 
We now consider^the (f + l)(n.— t)-form 
(6) d£,«A['A®SA A ^ A A W - • « ) ] • 
A = l « = f + 2 0 = f + 2 *«=! 
By the well-known criterion of S S. Chern [4], there exists a unique biplanar 
density (6) of Lt iff D(dLtj ** 0. But 
64 
D(dLř) = ' X l(p + 1) a>\ + (q + 1) фţ] Л dL, 
and D(dLř) = 0 iff 
f + 1 
,A , / л , i\,/,Aп (7) l [0»+l)a»l + (<? + 0 ^ ] = 0 . 
A = l 
From (3) we see that (7) holds iff p = q and t = p. Thus obtain the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 1. The subspaces Lt have the density (6) invariant with respect to GL iff 
p = q and t — p. 
The theorem shows that the only case in which the linear subspaces Lt without 
common points with the absolute have a biplanar density is one of maximal 
dimension t = p and Bp,q = B2
pp
+i. The latter means that the biplanar space is the 
generalized biaxial space. Thus we obtain a new characterization of the generalized 
biaxial space. 
Remark. One can analogously show that the linear subspaces which have 
common points with Jp and Kq have no density invariant under GL. 
Let us now consider the set of m-tuples of skew linear subspaces It = 
= (Ltl, L,2, ..., Ltm) without common points with Jp and Kq and whose dimensions 
t{ satisfy the condition 
tt + t2+ . . . + tm+ mSp + V 
Assume thatL t l is determined by the linearly independent points M 1 , M 2 , . . . , Mtl + i 
andL, 2by the linearly independent points Mt i+2,Mt 1 + 3 , . . . , Mtl + t2+2 and so on, 
where Mx = At+ B(, i = 1, ..., / , + t2 + ... + tm + m. In the exterior product 
(8) dli = dL f l A dL f 2 A ... A dL f m 
the factor (for 1 ^ ^ m) 
*K = A I A « * A <*) A A »J> A *5> A « - *£)]. 
A, *', « " , fi"m p a 
(1 + ... + ( 1 . 1 + s $ l „ / i , l / 1 + . . . H + J1 
IS<^ /i + - . + / . - 1 + s - 1, /j + ... + /, + * + 1 | < i ? + 1 , 
/ ! + . . . + / , + 5 + 1 g « g tj + 1 
is the exterior product of all left sides of the equations of the completely integrable 
Pfaffian system, which determines the isotropy group of the element Lu. It follows 
from 
D(dZx) «"
 +'1+£'m+m[ip + J) „* + (q + 1}̂ ] A ^ 
A « l 
and the criterion of S. S. Chern that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
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existence of the biplanar density (8) of the m-tuples It is 
fl+fa + .-.+'m + W 
A * l 
From (3) we conclude that the above equality has place iff p =- q and 
tx + t2 + ... + tm + m = /> + 1. 
Hence we have 
Theorem 2. TAe m-tuples Et have the invariant density (8) wafer GL iff p ~ q 
and tx + r2 + ••• + 'm +
 m — P + 1-
The Theorem 1 is the special case m = 1 of the Theorem 2. Remark that the 
existence of invariant density for Ix in B$p
p
+l is established by G. Stanilov [3]. 
Let I2 be an arbitrary system of A + s + m skew linear subspaces 
LPt>LPi> • • •»£*» Lti>^€2» —» £«.' ^n> Ln» • • • >£rm which satisfy the conditions 
A « l ar--l a - 1 
P + ifc + A + m ^ p + l , g + i* + s + m ^ ? + l , 
where 
P - Z Px, Q = S ?„ « = I r. 
A « l < r * l a * l 
and 
pA » dimLPA, A « 1, ...,A, 
g, = dimLf<r, <r * 1, . . . ,s , 
ra = dimLr-, a = 1, ..., w. 
Suppose that the linear subspaces LPA (A = 1, ..., A), L f / (<r = 1, .. . ,*), Lr-
(a '-• 1, ..., m) are determined by the linearly independent points 
Lfx ** C^F-J>A + A> ^ F - J » A + A + 1 > • • •> -4 |»+A)> 
^«* ^ (^a-f»+*» ^c-«4f+<r+i' •••»-9*2+ff)-
X r . * (Mj!.-r#+tf, Af*.~ril+fl+ll,..., Mjj+a), 
where Af*.^.*,*, « 4i+«+t + £*+«+•> £ ~ P + lt + A - r . a i i d F » g + jr + 
+ 5 - rm for e « 0,1, ..., ra. The completely integrable Pfaffiaii system, which 
determines the isotropy group of I2 has the form 
< A = 0, C « 0 , co|: = 0,^; -=0, 
where 
F-i>A + * - £ * A - ^ + A, 1 ^ A ^ A , 
1 Sh&P-pi + A - 1. " F + A + 1 ^ j A ^ ^ + *» 
(10) l£vm&Q-q9 + a - l , Q + <r + 1 £ v9 £ q + 1, 
E + a £ £a <Z E + ra + a9 l ^ a ^ m , 
1 £ if, £ £ + a - 1, E +rm + a+ 1 $9im£p + l9 
F + a £ Qa £ F + ra + a, 0 £ e9 8 £ ra9 
l£ra£F+a-l9 F+ra + a+l^xmgq+l. 
After exterior differentiation of the form 
( I D dz2 = Awt; A ̂  A m\i A ** A (o)!:::,
4 - # • : & 
which contains as factors all left sides of (9) (the indices have the ranges (10), 
we get 
P+R+h+m p+t Q+R+s+m 
D(dZt) = [(p + 1) Z a. + (C + »)Z-»i+ (« + -) 'Z « + 
1*1 j*l i i * l 
+ (-' + *)Z*3A<ira. 
t ,» l 
It follows from (3) that the form dl2 is closed iff 
P+R+h+m p+1 Q + R + s + m f + l 
(p + i) Z «; + (Q + s)Zfi>i + (« + i) Z « + 0P + * ) Z « - ° -
1*1 I*t » * 1 p * t 
It is hot hard to see that the above equality is possible exactly in one of the following 
three cases: 
(i) P + R+ h + m =p + \, Q + R + s + m^q+l; 
(12) (ii) P + A = /> + 1, J -* 0, m =* 0; 
(iii) Q + s = q + 1, A = 0, m == 0. 
Therefore we get the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. The systems I2 have the biplanar density (11) only in the cases (12). 
Theorem 3 allows us to determine in a simple manner the systems I2 with 
invariant biplanar density. As an example, we consider the four-dimensional 
biplanar space B\,% with absolute of a line Jt and a plane K%. From Theorem 3 
the possible cases are: 
I. A m 2, s -» 3, m = 0, P » 0, Q •• 0, R « 0; 
II. A. • 29 s - 2, m « 0, P « 0, fi » 1, i? » 0; 
III. A « 1, 5 - 2, m * 1, P m 0, g » 0, ii « 0; 
IV. A « 1, 5 == U m * 1, P » 0, e - 1, R m 0; 
V. A « 0, 5 =« 1, m * 2, P * 0, Q » 0, J? « 0; 
VI. A * 0, s - 1, m - 1, P « 0, Q - 0, * - 1; 
VII. A « 2, 5 = 0, m -= 0, P * 0, g = 0, U - 0; 
VIII. A - 0, s « 3, m « 0, P - 0, Q * 0, J? * 0; 
IX. A =» 0, 5 » 2, m « 0, P -= 0, Q « 1, U « 0. 
8? 
If Pi = />2 = ••• = Ph = 09 qt = q2 = •• = ^s = 0 and rj = r2 = ... = rM = 0, 
then the systems I2 consist of h F s F m linearly independent points: /r points 
in TP, s points in K€ and m points outside JPKJ Kq. This special case is considered 
in [1]. An analogue of Theorem 3 for B^'f+t is proved in [2]. 
3. Here we give a geometric interpretation of the biplanar density of some systems 
of special linear subspaces. 
Example 1. Let h = 2, s = 2, m = 0 and choose pt = 0, p2 = p — 1, qt = 0, 
q2 = q — 1. The conditions (i) in (12) are satisfied and, from Theorem 3, the 
systems I2 = {(a point in Jp) F (a (p — l)-dimensional plane in Jp) F (a point 
in Kq) F (a (q - l)-dimensional plane in Kq)} have an invariant biplanar density. 
The subspaces are chosen to be skew. Let 
Z'I = {LPl - (At)9LP2 = (A29 ...9Ap+l)9Lqi = (5i),L4 2 « (2?2, . . . , 5 , + 1)}. 
Then the density of the systems I'2 is given by the following 2(p F q)-form 
(13) d l2 - ' A (®i A ©?) A A ( « A # ) . 
i-=2 ti=2 
In view of [5], we get an other expression for (13). At least one of the coordinates 
(aii9a2i9 ..., 0p + i , i , 0, 0, ..., 0) of the point Lpi and at least one of the coordinates 
(0,0, ..., 0, bii9 b2i9 ..., bq+itl) of the point L9i are non-zero. Let ap+ifi ¥" 0, 
*,+i , i * 0. Setting 
-*j = •*nl<tp-+i9l9 Yu = bul/bq+ul, / = 1, ...,/? F 1; w = 1, . . . , ? F 1, 
from (5) we obtain 
<=~aP+lAAuAXk + ^±^-5u, 
(14) 
* = 1 ^ P + 1 , 1 
-° t?-=l ° í + l , i 
where 5** is the well-known symbol of Kronecker. 
It follows from (4) th^t the (p - l)-plane LP2 and the (q - l)-plane L92 have the 
have the equations 
LP1: -^ii^i + A2ix2 F ... F Apixp F - ^p+ i , ! ^^ ! = 0, 
yi = 09 y2 = o, . , y € + i = 0 , 
L92: xt = 0, ^ 2 = 0, ..., Xp+i = 0, 
# l ly l + -82ly2 + - +
 Bi\y% + Al+l.ly€+l = °v 
At least one of the coefficients Aii9A2i, .-9Ap+iti in the first equation of Ln 
and at least one of the coefficients Bii9 B2l9 ..., B9+l t in the latter equation of 
Ltl are non-zero. Suppose that AP+\,\ # 0, Bt+itl # Q. Then, setting 
af = Aix\Ap+\,\, i — 1, •••,/> + 1, 
J?„ = BJBt+\A, u = 1, • ..,<; + 1, 
from (5) we get 
of = —7-^,+i.t I a*<da* - /+Ut &u, 
05) ^ 
** c = l j D « + l . l 
Putting (14) and (15) in (13) we have 
dr a =^^^^i .»y
+ 1 i^^.^^^j + 1 ^ ( d A : i A da() A A (dY. Ad/i,). 
But 
« P + I , I ^ P + I . I ^= A((xlXl + ... + apXp + I ) '
1 , 
V i . A + i . i = ^ 1 ^ 1 + - + ]»,*; + 1 ) - 1 
and therefore 
A(dX IAda l-)AA(d^Ad^) 
J J ' -. izl M=-
2 ia1X1 + ... + apXp + i r
i i ^ 1 F 1 + ... + « + i r ' 
Example 2. Let h = 2, s = 0, m = 0 and choose pt = 0, p2 = P ~~ -• Then the 
conditions (ii) in Theorem 3 are satisfied. The systems Z2, which consist of skew 
(point in Jp) + ((p — l)-dimensional plan in Jp) have the biplanar density 
áГ2 = Л K л coj). 
7 + 1 
A( 
i = 2 
As in Example 1, using the same notations, we obtain 
ACd^Ada,.) 
dr 2 =
 í = 1 
KX , + ... + a p X p + l j 
P+І 
Example 3. Let h = 0, s = 2, m = 0 and choose q, = 0, q2 = q — 1. Clearly, 
these values satisfy the conditions (iii) in (12) and hence the systems Z2 of skew 
(point in Kq) + ((q - l)-dimensional plane in Kq) have the invariant biplanar 
density 
d*r = A W * #). 
u=2 
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Using the notations of the Example 1, we have 
A (dy, A d/u 
IЛУ1 + ...+AП + I I « + І 
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